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The non-robust singular pole of a scalar T.AR model which is defined by trun- 
cating the Taylor expansion of physical AR.MA model has been introduced in the 
previous paper [this journal]. A two dimensional T.AR model is obtained when 
two state variables are observed from a linear Gauss-Markovian system described 
with three degrees of freedom. The vector T.AR model has a robust singular pole, 
which has no direct correspondence to poles and/or zeros of the original vector 
AR.MA model. The comparison of pole locations between T.AR model and AR 
model is studied in a simple example. R‘ 1987 Academtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the second paper of a series in which we examine pole locations 
of autoregressive (AR) type model for system identification of a physical 
stochastic system. In the previous paper [6] (hereafter denoted as Part I), 
we have derived a scalar AR.MA (autoregressive moving average) model 
for the statistically equivalent expression of a physical system described 
with three state variables, xi (i = 1, 2, and 3), when one of the state 
variables is observed. The AR.MA model has three poles and two zeros in 
the ZC’ plane (complex plane). That is, in the system mentioned in Part I, 
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we have an AR.MA model of the observable variable y, . The observation is 
expressed as y, = hT(x, x2 x~)~ with hT = (1 0 0), where T denotes the 
transposition of a matrix. When the observable variable is given by 
y, = hl(x, x2 x~)~ with h: = (0 1 0), we have another AR.MA model of y,. 
For the observation matrix h,, we have complex conjugate zeros of the 
AR.MA model, and for h, zeros are two real, though three poles of both 
AR.MA models are same. 
When we identify a stochastic process described by the AR.MA model 
with an AR model or a T.AR model truncated the Taylor expansion of 
AR.MA model of z ’ at a finite order, the AR.MA zero closest to the unit 
circle in the complex plane has played an important role in system iden- 
tification. Since an AR or a T.AR model has poles only, the AR.MA zero is 
equivalently expressed by ring poles of AR type model as mentioned in 
Part I. The AR.MA zero has also played an important role in the PSD 
(power spectral density) convergence of T.AR model to the original 
AR.MA model. The ring poles of AR type model approaches to a circle 
with its center at the origin in the z ~’ plane and with a radius of absolute 
value of the AR.MA zero when the order of AR type model increases. The 
AR type model identifies both the AR.MA poles inside the circle and the 
ring poles equivalent to the AR.MA zero. Moreover, the AR type model 
has the non-robust singular pole outside the circle when the zeros of 
AR.MA model are complex. 
In the present paper we will examine a vector AR type model identifying 
the system mentioned in Part I in the case where two state variables x, and 
x2 are observed. As will be shown in Section 2, we have a 2-dimensional 
AR.MA model which has three poles and a single zero. A T.AR model 
determined analytically from the vector AR.MA model will have a robust 
singular pole. The term of robust means that the T.AR model has a 
singular pole outside the ring poles regardless of the model order. The 
robust singular pole does not correspond directly to poles and zero of the 
original AR.MA model. In Section 3, we will examine pole locations of 
vector T.AR model by the aid of the Rouche’s theorem of the theory of 
complex functions, and will introduce a robust singular pole. A numerical 
example is given in Section 4. 
2. AR.MA AND T.AR MODELS 
Let us treat the linear steady Markovian system mentioned in Part I, 
which is described with three state variables. In the present paper, two 
variables among three state variables are assumed to be observable. From 
[6, Eqs. (1) and (211, 
x(n) = @x(n - 1) +f(n), X,fE [w3, (1) 
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where the Gaussian force,f’is white: B[,f(n),f’(n’)’ ) = Vd,,,,.. and the obser- 
vation is expressed as 
“r(n) = H.u(n), I’ER”, (2) 
where the observation matrix M= (h, h,).’ with hf= (1 00) and 
11: = (0 1 0), and the other notations are the same as in Part I. The 
derivation of an equivalent AR.MA model is given in the similar manner as 
in Section 2 of Part I: By eliminating x’ from the basic canonical equations 
[S, Eqs. (10) and (1 1 )] 
x’(n 1 n) = @‘x’(n - 1 1 n - 1) + IQ(n), (3) 
y(n) = H’x’(n 1 n), (4) 
where y is the equivalent random force (innovation), y E IF!‘, 
and H’=HS= 
The AR.MA model is obtained [3--51 as 
A(z-‘)y(n)=B(z~‘)y(n), 
where 
(5) 
A(z- ‘)= 
( 
1 -cQz-‘-ct,z-’ --ctlZ 2 
-P2-P3z -’ > l-fllz-’ ’ 
B(z I)= 
( 
1+(6,-cr,)z-’ 6/ 
-A > 1 ’ 
and z ~ ’ is the backward time shift operator. Here the constants a,, a2, CC~, 
/I,, p2, pX, 6,) and 6, are determined from the original matrices @, V, and 
H by the algebraic Riccati equation 
P=@{P-PHTr-‘HP} QT+ V, 
where r= HPHT. The AR.MA model (5) is the starting equation in this 
paper. 
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Let us examine poles and zero of the AR.MA model (5). The three poles 
in the 2-l plane satisfy the equation 
a(z~‘)=detA(z~‘)=l+c,;~‘+c,; 2+cj~-3=0, (6) 
where c’ = -a2 -/I,, c2= -a,+a2P’-a,/?2, and c3=a3p’ -a,P3. The 
function a(: -‘) is identical to the AR part in [6, Eq. (8)]. On the other 
hand, the zero h ’ is root of the equation 
(7) 
where h= -~262-~,+c12. Therefore, the vector AR.MA model has the 
three system poles of Eq. (1) and a single real zero. 
We will define a vector T.AR model by truncating the Taylor expansion 
of AR.MA model of z ~’ at a finite order. First, we can transform Eq. (5) 
into 
where 
B-‘nA(z-1) 
=( 1+(6,-cc,)= -lb 
If we rewrite BP ’ c: A as 
1 B ‘,>A(:-‘)z7 1 +a,,, ,z- ’ +u,,.,z 2 Ul2,1 ‘+a,,,,z * 
& 1 U2l. I ,’ -‘+u,,,,z -* 1 +a,,, ,Z ~‘+a,,,*Z~’ 
then the coeffkients are given by the relations 
~'I.,= -@*+Brb*, U 11.2= -“3+8x62, 
UI2, I= - 6 27 a12.2= -a,+B,62, 
~*',l=-~2~2-~2~'+~2~2-B~, a21,2= -QB*-P36'+&Cl*, 
U22. '=6'-a,-B,> U22.2= -~,P2-B,S, +a,@,. 
By truncating the Taylor expansion of B ’ 0 A at the mth order, we can 
define a T.AR mode of order m as 
Tm(z ‘1 Y,(H) = v(n), (9) 
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where y, is the observable state vector for the approximated AR.MA model 
and the elements of T,,Jz ’ ) are 
(T,(z-‘)),,=I+(0 ,,,I +h)z ‘+ f hk 2(u,,,2+hLI,,,I+h2)Z k 
k-2 
k=2 
(T,(,-~‘)),,=a,,,,z~‘+ f hk-2(u~1,2+hu,,,,)z~k 
k=2 
k=2 
Though det T,,(z - ’ ) seems to be a polynomial in z -’ of degree 2m, it is a 
polynomial in z ’ of degree m + 1. This is proved as follows by using the 
relations 
a,,~, +a,,,,=c,- h 
~l,.2+~22,2+~1,.,~2,.,-~,2,1~21,, = 2 c -lx, 
~1I,l~22.2+~1l,2~22.l--l2,I~2,.2--12,2~2,,,= 3 c -hc, 
all,2~22,2-~12,2~21,2= -he,, 
which are obtained from 
det B-‘,;A(z ‘)=det B(z--I)-’ det A(z-‘) 
u(z ‘) l+c,z ‘+c2zC2+c3z+ 
=h(z= 1-k I . (10) 
That is, 
det T,(z ‘) 
= (Tm?(z ‘))l,(r*(z l))22- (Tn,(z ‘)),z(TJz ‘))2, 
= 1 +(a,,., +a,,, , +2h)z--’ 
+ {U,l.l~22.,--u,,.,~22.1+~,,,2~22~2+~~(~,,,,+~22,,)+~h2}~~~2 
+ f hk- "{ ~,1,,~22.2+~,1,2~22,,--,2,,~2,,2--,2.2~21,, 
k=3 
+wa,,.,+Q 22,2+~,,,l~22.,--a12,,~21,, ) 
+3h2(u,,,,+u22,,)+‘th’}z-k 
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k=2 j=2 
=l+(c,+b)z-’ + (c2 + bc, + b2) z-’ 
+ f bk-3(c3+bc2+b2cl+b3)z-k 
k=3 
+b M~3{c3+bc2-b(ul,,,+u22,2)}z-“~‘. 
This shows the function T,(z --I) is a polynomial in z- ’ of degree m + 1. 
Let 
+ f bk~3(~3+bc2+bZc, +b3)z-k, 
k=3 
then 
(1 -hzz’)S,n(zz’)=a(z ‘)-b”‘~*(c,+bc,+b*c,+b3)z~~ -1. (12) 
Finally we have the crucial relation from Eqs. (11) and (12): 
b(z-‘)det T,(zz’)=a(z’)+~$(z I), 
where 
(13) 
,j(z-l)= -b’+‘Z- ‘+‘(d, +d 9~‘) 
2L 
d, = bc, + h2 + a,,, 2 -t a,,, 2 
4 = ~3 + hc, - ha,,, 2 + ~22.2). 
From Eq. (13), we can discuss uniform convergence of the T.AR model 
to the original model in terms of PSD (power spectral density), and will 
examine analytically pole locations of the T.AR model by the aid of the 
Rouche’s theorem in Section 3. Let us introduce a function of order m of 
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the T.AR model, which is defined as the maximum difference of deter- 
minant of PSD matrices between the T.AR model and the AR.MA model: 
MPD,,,(nr) = max 
Iz ‘1~ I Im. ‘20 Ilog det PAR.,, 
(z~‘)-logdetP,,,(~ ‘)I, 
(14) 
where 
P AR MA(Z ‘) = A(z ‘) ’ B(z -1) fB(z)T(A(z) I)‘-, 
P,.m(= ‘)= Tn,(:~ ‘)--’ f(T,(z) I)“, 
z = exp(i2Q) and S is the frequency normalized by the sampling frequency 
(O<f<t). Using Eqs. (5), (9), and (13), we obtain 
MPD T.AR(m) = 11 ‘I=llm.- ‘20 
Since PSDs of physical systems are usually dominant at the low frequency 
range and the AR.MA zero is outside the unit circle in the z ’ plane, h < 1 
or h ‘> 1, we can set 2~ ’ = 1 in Eq. (15) and h” is sufficiently small in 
Eq. (5) for a large natural number m. We have an asymptotic expression of 
MPD 
It is concluded that the zero of AR.MA model has an important role in the 
uniform convergence of PSD of the vector T.AR model. 
3. POLE LOCATION OF T.AR MODEL 
Although the T.AR model (9) approaches the original AR.MA model (5) 
in terms of PSD, both models have different properties of the pole and/or 
zero location in the ,’ ’ plane. The T.AR model has m + 1 poles and the 
original AR.MA model has three poles and a single zero. Hence, we will 
study a pole location of vector T.AR model by using the Rouche’s theorem 
in thez-r plane. Since poles of vector T.AR model are determined from the 
equation det T,(z ’ ) = 0, we take advantage of the important relation (13) 
as follows: 
(a) We can take a path of the closed circle C,, Iz-‘( = lb--‘1 -gl for 
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O<E’, in the region D’={zz’~thecomplex plane@: Jbzz’l<l}, and c, 
denotes the domain which is on and inside C’. The polynomial functions 
A(zz’) and 4(zz’) are analytic in c’ and have no root on Cl in the z-’ 
plane. Since lbzz’l < 1 on Cl, there is a natural number m, =ml(cl) such 
that IA(zz’)l > ld(z-‘)I on Cl for all m>m,. Let v be the number of the 
AR.MA poles which exist inside Cl, v:= # ({ 1&\,}), 0 < v < 3, where the 
symbol in(i) means that the ith root of A(z ~ ‘) = 0 exists inside Cl, then 
b(z- ‘) det T,(zz’) has v roots inside C’ by the Rouche’s theorem. Since 
h(z-‘) has no root inside Cl, det T,(zz’) has v roots inside Cl. 
(b) We take a path of the closed circle C,, Iz- ‘I = Ih-‘j +E* for 
0 < sz in the region D, = {z-l E C: Ibzz’l > I}, and c, denotes the domain 
on and inside C,. The functions A(z- ‘) and d(z- ‘) are analytic in c, and 
have no roots on Cz. Then there is a natural number m, = m2(c2) such that 
IA(z-‘)I < ld(z-‘)I on C, for all m >m,. 
From the Rouche’s theorem, the number of roots of b(z- ‘) det T,(z- ‘) 
is the same as that of d(z- ‘) in c,. Here we should divide discussions into 
two parts for lz;‘I $ Ih-‘I, where from Eq. (13) 
--'=d,ld,. LO (17) 
(b.1) In the case of 1~0’1 < I&‘(. Since d(zz’) has m+2 roots 
from Eq.(13), b(z-‘) det T,(z-‘) has m + 2 roots in c,. The function 
h(z- ‘) has a root in ez, and then det T,(z - ‘) has m + 1 roots in c,. We 
have m - v + 1 roots in the annulus domain between Cl and C,. 
(b.2) In the case of 1~0’1 > lb-‘/. Since d(zz’) has m+ 1 roots in 
c,, b(z-‘)det T,(z-‘) has m+ 1 roots. Then we have m-v roots in the 
annulus defined by Cl and C,. If we take a path of closed circle 
Iz ~ ’ -z; ’ ( = s3 for 0 < e3, and c, is also given in the similar manner, then 
there exists a natural number m3 = m3(e3) such that ;A(z-‘)I < Id(zz’)l on 
C, for all m>m3. Since d(zz’) has a single root zo’ in c,, det T,(zz’) 
has the root if m > m3. It should be noted that z;’ has no dependence on 
the order m of the T.AR model. Then we call this nature “robust.” This 
root has no direct relation to poles or zero of the original AR.MA model 
and is called “singular.” It is concluded that a robust singular pole is found 
when a 2-dimensional T.AR model is applied to the vector AR.MA(2, 1) 
process with the condition lz;‘I > /&‘I. 
(c) Finally we examine v identified AR.MA poles inside Cl. We can 
take each path of the closed circle Cy), Izz’ -- &:.,I = &a for 0 <Ed, and z’y) 
denotes each domain on and inside C 
are analytic in z’y) 
t). The functions A(z- ‘) and i(zz’) 
and have no roots on Cy). There is a natural number 
m4=m4(c4) such that IA(z-‘)I > l~(zz’)l on Cy) for all m >m4. From the 
Rouche’s theorem, det T,(z-‘) has a root which corresponds to the 
AR.MA pole in cv), since b(z-‘) #O in @. We can conclude that the 
4091123.‘2-I3 
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AR.MA poles inside c‘, are identified with the T.AR model for a sufficient 
large model order m. 
We summarize these results in the theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume that the mth order T.AR model (9) he 
applicable to the ARMA(2, 1) process (5). Then, there exists a natural num- 
berm such that the,followings hold in the z ’ plane. 
(i ) The T.AR model has v poles inside the circle Iz ’ / = 1 h ’ 1. Each 
pole of the T.AR model approaches to the ARMA pole as m increases. 
(ii) In the case af /z. ’ / < Ih ’ (, the T.AR model has m - v + 1 poles 
in the annulus domain. In the case of IzO ’ I > I h ’ 1, the T.AR model has 
m - v poles in the annulus domain and a robust singular pole outside the 
circle (z ‘1 = lh ‘I. 
(iii) The robust singular pole is real from the definition. 
4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We will study the pole location of T.AR model in the physical system 
mentioned in Part I. The physical system (1) is assumed to have regression 
and diffusion matrices. 
and (18) 
The original system has three poles 2 and 1 f i in the 2-i plane. In Eq. (2), 
the observation matrix is 
H= (19) 
The “stable” solution of the algebraic Riccati equation is calculated from 
@, V, and H as 
6.3310 3.3310 5.4965 
3.3310 4.3310 3.4965 
5.4965 3.4965 7.2448 
Here the term of stable has been discussed in the paper [2]. The constants 
of AR.MA model (5) are determined as 
cll’-15 c-t2 = 2, I 4, aj=;i, PI= -1, p*= 1, 
83=& 6,= 1.7499, and 6, = 0.2345. 
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Then, the AR.MA model (5) is expressed as 
(-; Y),,.,+( -i.’ (Jr(n-l)+( -;.25 ;.75),(,-2) 
(20) 
Equation (8) is also obtained as 
1 1-2.266~~ ‘-0.25~~~ -0.2345~~~+3.516~-~ 
= 1 - 0.5207~ - ’ -1.7452-l -0.25~~’ 1 +0.245zP’+2.995zP2 
Therefore, the constants needed for the calculation of robust singular pole 
(17) are 
h = 0.5207, a I ,, 2 + a,,- 2 = 2.745, c, = - 1.5, c*= 1, c3 = -0.25, 
and then d, = 2.235 and d, = - 1.159. The value of theoretical robust 
singular pole is 
z, ’ = 1.929. (21) 
On the other hand, the AR.MA zero is 
b-’ = 1.9205. (22) 
Since z; i > b -’ corresponds to the case (b.2) of Section 3, we can expect 
a robust singular pole of the T.AR model. The pole of the T.AR model of 
order m = 9 - 12 is computed by the Bairstrow method at Osaka Univer- 
sity on a NEC ACOS-1000 computer. Figure 1 shows the pole location of 
the T.AR model in the z-’ ilane. The AR.MA poles inside the circle 
Iz-‘I = 1.9205 are identified with the T.AR model but the other AR.MA 
pole 2 is not, since 2 > b-‘. The ring poles approaches to the circle as the 
order of the T.AR model increases. No pole of the T.AR model is identified 
at the position corresponding to the zero 6-l. A robust singular pole is 
found in Fig. 1. These numerical results of pole location are consistent with 
Theorem 1. 
Finally let us compare a pole location of AR model and that of the T.AR 
model. When we apply an AR model to identify the AR.MA process (20), 
the coefficient matrices of AR model are calculated by the TIMSAC 
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FIG. 1. Pole locations of T.AR model of order m = 10 - 13. 
algorithm [ 11 from a finite set of theoretical covariance matrices of Eqs. 
(1) and (2), 
C,.,.(k - 4 = Ef Y(k) Y(OT~ 
= H&‘C.,,(0)Hr 
1 
k > 1, 
HC,,(0)(@T)‘-~k HT k d I, 
where C,,(O) satisfies the generalized Einstein relation [3] 
C,,(O) = @C,,(O) @= + v. 
(23) 
(24) 
The identified AR model has no statistical error but still has a bias from 
the AR.MA model. The pole location of the AR model of order 10 is shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3. 
In comparison with the results of the T.AR model analysis, the AR 
model has the AR.MA poles inside the circle, the ring poles, and the robust 
singular pole as in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the 2-dimensional AR 
model of order m possesses 2m poles. Since the mth order T.AR model has 
m + 1 poles, the other m - 1 poles of AR model is not explained by the 
analogy of the T.AR model. The other poles are also numerically shown in 
Fig. 3, and distribute almost equally spaced on another outer circle. This 
outer circle also approaches the circle jz ~ ’ 1 = bP ’ as the order of AR 
model increases. However, the calculation accuracy of this outer circle is 
not satisfactory. In general an AR model has double ring poles if the num- 
ber of observable variables is two, and the outer ring poles of the AR 
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- -* -1 1 
REAL PART 
FIG. 2. Pole location of T.AR and AR models in the enlarged domain inside the broken 
line of Fig. 3. 
model correspond to the second AR.MA zero closest to the unit circle in 
the z-’ plane. In this case the outer ring, however, has no correspondence 
to AR.MA zero, since the AR.MA zero is single. Hence, the pole location of 
the AR model is peculiar. In other words, the 2-dimensional T.AR model 
(9) which is derived from the system with three degrees of freedom is a 
REAL PART 
FIG. 3. Pole location of AR model in the z-’ plane. 
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peculiar example from the viewpoint of general theory. We will introduce a 
unified theory of T.AR model in forthcoming papers. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(I) Applying the Luenberger’s method [7], we can define a variety of 
transformation matrices, 
T= [h, (@‘) h, ... (@T)al ’ h, h,... (@‘)“q ’ hJT, (25) 
where rs, is the Kronecker’s index under the condition C;=, 0, = d. Then we 
have some canonical representations in a multivariate system. In Eq. (3), 
IT, = 2 and (T* = 1. If we select or = 1 and (T* = 2, the expression of AR.MA 
model is different from E. (5) but the essence of the present paper does not 
change, since A(z ~ ’ ) ‘s and B(z ~ ‘)‘s of both models can be converted to 
each other by the same unimodular matrix whose determinant is constant 
as mentioned in the paper [S]. That is, AR.MA poles and zeros are 
invariant in the unimodular matrix transformation, since the determinants 
of AR and MA matrices are invariant except for multiplication constant in 
this transformation. 
(II) The AR.MA model is expressed by a rational function matrix and 
the T.AR model is given by a inverse of polynomial matrix. Hence, the 
T.AR model class is mathematically different from the AR.MA model class. 
Although a T.AR model approaches uniformly the original model in terms 
of PSD as in Section 2, the pole location of T.AR model is quite different 
from that of AR.MA model as in Section 3. Especially, the robust singular 
pole is an annex, since it has no relation to pole-zero location of original 
system and remains at a constant position in the z ’ plane. The existence 
of robust singular pole may be called a kind of Gibbs phenomenon with 
respect o the pole location of the AR type model. 
(III) It is also concluded that from the ring pole-location the dynamical 
properties of the AR model do not drastically depend on the order of the 
AR model owing to statistical errors. 
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